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Abstract
On the basis of continuum constitutive models (stress vs. strain), the introduction of strong discontinuity kinematics
(considering jumps in the displacement fields across a discontinuity interface) induces projected discrete constitutive
models (traction-displacement jumps) in a consistent manner. Therefore, this projection provides possible links between
the classical continuum strain-localization analysis and the non-linear (decohesive) fracture mechanics techniques. The
strong discontinuity analysis shows that (bandwidth based) regularization of the hardening/softening parameter is the
crucial modification to be done on the continuum model to achieve such a projection, and it also provides the strong
discontinuity conditions that set restrictions on the stress state compatible with bifurcations in a strong discontinuity
format. The methodology is illustrated on the basis of two classical families of non-linear constitutive models (scalar
continuum damage and elasto-plasticity) for which the corresponding discrete constitutive models and the strong
discontinuity conditions are derived. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Strain localization; Strong discontinuities; Damage; Plasticity
1. Introduction
The analysis and modeling of displacement discontinuities in solid mechanics is a singular problem that
can be focused from very dierent points of view. Linear fracture mechanics has been the classical discipline
to tackle that problem although the necessity of getting more deeply involved in the process of formation
and propagation of discontinuities led to the development of the non-linear (decohesive) fracture mechanics
techniques (Bazant and Planas, 1998) that are essentially based on the introduction of ad hoc discrete
constitutive equations (tractions vs. displacement jumps) at one discontinuity interface inside an elastic
continuum medium. From the continuum mechanics side, the strain-localization phenomenon (or con-
centration of the strains in narrow bands) has frequently been envisaged as a way to model displacement
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discontinuities (when the localization bands become narrower and narrower) on the basis of standard
continuum 1 (stress–strain) non-linear constitutive equations (deBorst et al., 1993).
In recent years, a new methodology to focus that problem based on the concept of strong discontinuity
(Simo et al., 1993; Simo and Oliver, 1994; Oliver and Simo, 1994; Oliver, 1995b, 1996a,b, 1998; Armero and
Garikipati, 1996; Larsson et al., 1996; Runesson et al., 1996; Oliver et al., 1997–1999; Armero, 1997) that
analyzes the onset and development of displacement discontinuities in media governed by standard con-
tinuum constitutive equations (stress vs. strain) has been developed. In this context, the discontinuous
displacement field induce unbounded strains, and then the so-called strong discontinuity analysis examines
the conditions that make these unbounded strains compatible with those continuum constitutive equations
while furnishing bounded (and thus having physical meaning) stresses. A typical result in some of those
analyses is the derivation of discrete constitutive equations, consistent with their parent continuum con-
stitutive equations, that hold at the interface of discontinuity (Simo et al., 1993; Oliver, 1995a, 1996a;
Armero and Garikipati, 1996; Armero, 1997).
This paper extensively deals with this aspect and presents a systematic methodology to derive, from a
continuum constitutive model, not only a discrete constitutive equation but also corresponding complete
discrete constitutive model. 2 For that purpose, two target continuum constitutive models, which are fre-
quently considered in the literature on the topic and that represent a wide set of constitutive models, are
focused: (1) isotropic scalar continuum damage models and (2) plasticity models.
By means of the strong discontinuity analysis of such models, not only the aforementioned discrete
models, but also the so-called strong discontinuity conditions are derived. These non-trivial conditions can
be regarded as restrictions on the possible set of stress fields that make them compatible with the inception
of a strong discontinuity and that, therefore, suggest the introduction of supplementary modeling mech-
anisms to induce them. The consideration of weak discontinuities (or jumps in the strain field that develop
across a band of non-zero thickness) which act as forerunners of the strong discontinuities, is one of those
possible mechanisms that has already been explored elsewhere (Oliver et al., 1997–1999; Oliver, 1998).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the target scalar damage model is
introduced. In Section 3, the original strong discontinuity kinematics as well as a regularized version more
convenient for the subsequent analyses are presented. Then, in Section 4, the strong discontinuity analysis is
carried out and the corresponding strong discontinuity conditions and discrete constitutive model are
obtained. The latter is summarized in Section 5. In Section 6, the standard elasto-plastic (infinitesimal strain
based) family of constitutive equations is tackled and the corresponding strong discontinuity analysis is
performed in Section 7 and the inherited discrete models are given in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9, some
final conclusions are drawn.
2. Isotropic damage models
Let us consider the family of isotropic damage models defined by Simo and Ju (1987) and Oliver et al.
(1990):
Free energy we; r  1ÿ dr w0e; w0  12 e : C : e; 1a
1 This nomenclature distinguishing discrete constitutive equations (relating tractions to displacement jumps across an interface of
discontinuity) and continuum constitutive equations (the ones commonly formulated in continuum mechanics that relate stresses and
strains in a continuum medium) will be kept for the rest of this work.
2 A distinction is made throughout this paper between a constitutive equation, which is understood here as the basic mathematical
equation relating stresses (or tractions) and strains (or displacement jumps), and the complete constitutive model in which a constitutive
equation is a particular ingredient, that also includes the free energy definition, internal variables, evolution laws, loading–unloading
conditions and hardening/softening laws.
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Constitutive equation r  oewe; r; r  1ÿ dC : e; 1b
Damage variable d  1ÿ qr=r; d 2 0; 1; 1c
Evolution law _r  k; r 2 r0;1;r0  rjt0  ruEp ;

1d
Damage criterion f r; q  sr ÿ q; sr  krkCÿ1 

r : Cÿ1 : r
p
; 1e
Loading–unloading conditions f 6 0; kP 0; kf  0; k _f  0 consistency; 1f
Hardening rule _q Hr_r; Hÿ  q0r6 0; q 2 0; r0;
qjt0  r0;

1g
where w is the free energy, e and r are, respectively, the infinitesimal strain and the stress tensors, r, the
strain-like internal variable, w0, the elastic free energy and, C, the elasticity tensor defined by C 
k^1
 1 2lI (1 and I are the second- and fourth-order unit tensors, respectively, and k^ and l, the Lame
parameters). Moreover, in Eq. (1a)–(1g), d is the damage variable defined in terms of the hardening/softening
variable qr which, in turn, evolves in terms of the hardening/softening 3 parameter H; k P 0 is the
damage multiplier that appears in the loading–unloading conditions and f r; q defines the damage surface
in the stress space which bounds the elastic domain Er : fr; q; f r; q  sr ÿ q6 0g) in terms of the
norm of the stresses sr  rk kCÿ1 

r : Cÿ1 : r
p
(in the metric defined by Cÿ1) and the hardening/softening
variable q. The value r0 is the threshold that determines the initial elastic domain (for q  r0) which can be
characterized as r0  ru=

E
p
in terms of the uniaxial elastic strength ru and the elastic modulus E.
2.1. Integration of the constitutive equation
A remarkable property of the model in Eq. (1a)–(1g) is that it can be integrated in closed form in terms
of the strains. In fact, let us define the eective stress tensor r by means of
re  C : e ) r  1ÿ dr; 2
where Eq. (1b) has been taken into account. We now define the following norm in the strain space:
sedefkrekCÿ1 

r : Cÿ1 : r
p


e : C : e
p
) sr  1ÿ dse; 3
where Eq. (2) has been considered. Then, from the damage function f r; q and Eq. (1c) q  1ÿ dr, we
obtain
f r; q  0() sr ÿ q  1ÿ d se ÿ 1ÿ d r  0() ge; r  se ÿ r  0 4
which states the equivalence of the damage criterion based on f r; q with the one based on ge; r. Inte-
gration of the internal variable r in Eq. (1d) can now be readily done from Eq. (1f) as
_r  kP 0
_r > 0) f r; q  0() ge; r  0() r  se
rjt0  r0
9=;) r  maxs20;tste; r0 5
3 From now on, it will be assumed that H6 0 and, thus, that we are dealing with strain softening.
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which coincides with the classical result obtained for this family of continuum damage models in terms of
the norm se (Simo and Ju, 1987; Oliver et al., 1990). Observe in model (1) that once the value of r is de-
termined in terms of the current strains, through Eq. (5), the rest of the variables (d;r) can be trivially
computed.
Remark 1. As any strain driven rate independent constitutive model the one in Eq. (1) can be regarded as
rt  Res, where R is a tensorial function of the strain history es up to time t s 2 f0; tg, which returns
bounded values of the stresses for bounded values of the strains. A similar statement can be made for the rate of
the stresses _rt  Ces; _es, where C returns bounded values of _r for bounded values of the strain, es, and rate
of strain, _es, histories. These facts will be recalled in subsequent sections.
3. Kinematics
The kinematics of a body X exhibiting a discontinuity (jump) of value s _utx; t in the rate of the dis-
placements field (Fig. 1(a) across a material line (for 2D cases) or a material surface (for 3D cases) denoted
by S, whose normal (pointing to X) is n, can be described as
_ux; t  _ux; t|{z}
regular continuous
 HSxs _utx; t|{z}
singular discontinuous
6
_ex; t  $ _us  $ _us  HS$s _uts|{z}
_e
dSs _ut
 ns  _e|{z}
regular bounded
 dSs _ut
 ns|{z}
unbounded
; 7
where s stands for the symmetric part of , HSx is the step function placed on S (HSx  0
8x 2 Xÿ HSx  1 8x 2 X) and dSx is the line Dirac’s delta on S obtained by derivation (in a dis-
tributional sense) of HS ($HSx  dSn). In Eqs. (6) and (7), _ stands for the material time derivative (rate)
of , and _u and _e are the regular part of the (rates of) the displacement and strain fields (Fig. 2).
Remark 2. By construction, it is assumed that _ux; t is continuous, and therefore, from Eq. (7), _ex; t and
ex; t exhibit, at most, bounded discontinuities.
A regularized version (more appropriated for our purposes) of the kinematics in Eq. (7) can be obtained
by introducing a regularized Dirac’s delta function by means of a regularization parameter h and a collo-
cation function lSx:
dhSx 
1
h
lSx; lSx  1; x 2 S
h;
0; x 2 X n Sh;

8
where Sh is a discontinuity band, containing S, whose width is the regularization parameter h (Fig. 1(b)), in
such a way that, in the distributional sense, limh!0 d
h
Sx  dS . Under these assumptions, Eq. (7) reads
Fig. 1. (a) Discontinuity line S in a body X. (b) Regularized discontinuity band Sh.
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_ehx; t  _e dhSs _ut
 ns  _e|{z}
regular
 1
h
lSs _ut
 ns|{z}
unbounded when h!0
: 9
The kinematics of Eq. (9) allows the introduction of the weak discontinuity concept (Oliver, 1998; Oliver
et al., 1998, 1999) for values of the bandwidth h in Eq. (9) dierent from zero. The jump sut then has the
meaning of an apparent jump, as the dierence of the values of the displacement u at both sides of the band
Sh (Fig. 1(b)), and the (rate of ) strain field of Eq. (9) remains discontinuous but bounded. Therefore, when
the bandwidth h tends to zero, we recover the concept of strong discontinuity. Although in this work we are
essentially interested in this second case, we shall consider that the mechanism of formation of a strong
discontinuity consists in weak discontinuity (h 6 0) which develops in X at a certain time tWD with a
subsequent evolution of the bandwidth ht decreasing with time up to collapse into a strong discontinuity
h  k ! 0 4 at time tSD (Fig. 3). Therefore Eq. (9) can be integrated for t P tSD leading to
ex; tjt P tSD 
Z t
0
edt  lS
Z tSD
0
1
h
s _ut
 ns dt|{z}
e
lS
Z t
tSD
1
h
s _ut
 ns dt
 e|{z}
bounded for hk!0
 lS
1
h
Dsut
 ns|{z}
unbounded for hk!0
; 10
where the material character of S () _n  0) has been considered. In Eq. (10), Dsut is the incremental jump
(the one developed from the onset of the strong discontinuity at time tSD to the present time t > tSD) i.e.
Dsutx; tdefsutx; t ÿ sutx; tSD: 11
4. Strong discontinuity analysis
The strong discontinuity analysis aims at identifying those conditions that make the continuum con-
stitutive model (1a–1g) compatible with the strong discontinuity kinematics (10). The analysis lies on the
traction continuity conditions, across the interface S, that emerge from the momentum balance:
Fig. 2. Strong discontinuity kinematics.
4 For computational purposes, the final bandwidth value is set to h=t P tSD  k, where k is a (very small) regularization parameter.
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Tx; t  rXnSx; t  nx  rSx; t  nx;
_Tx; t  _rXnSx; t  nx  _rSx; t  nx;

8x 2 S; 8 t 2 0;1; 12
where T stands for the traction vector, rS is the stress tensor at a given material point of the discontinuous
interface S and rXnS are the stresses at a neighbor point on the continuum part of the body X n S:
Remark 3. Based on this, the following facts can be observed:
• The stresses rXnS are bounded, since the strains eXnS  e are bounded by construction (see Remark 1), and so
isT  rXnS  n (from Eq. (12)). Therefore, we can also state for any point of the interface S that the product
T  rS  n is bounded. Then, the three components ofT in the basis formed by the three principal directions
eigenvalues of rS read
T1  r1S n1 ! bounded;
T2  r2S n2 ! bounded;
T3  r3S n3 ! bounded:
13
• Since the three components of n are bounded ( nk k  1), it follows from Eq. (13) that the three principal
stresses r1; r2; r3 S are bounded 5 and, consequently, that every component of the stress tensor rS is bound-
ed despite the strains at SeS are unbounded.
• The same reasoning applies to the rate of the stresses and, therefore, _rS is also bounded despite the strain
rates at S _eS are unbounded.
Remark 4. Based on Remark 3 the following statements can also be made:
• The norm srrS  krSkCÿ1 

rS : C
ÿ1 : rS
p
, in Eq. (1e) is bounded, since rS is bounded,
5 An exception occurs when ni  0 for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g; i.e. when n is orthogonal to one or two principal stresses. Even in this very
particular situation, the bounded character of rS can be shown, in most cases, from alternative reasonings.
Fig. 3. (a)–(c): collapse of a weak discontinuity (h 6 0) into a strong discontinuity (h! 0) and (d): bandwidth evolution.
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• Also, _srS ( 1=srS  rS : Cÿ1 : _rS) is bounded, since rS and _rS are bounded.
• From Eqs. (1d) and (1g) the hardening/softening variable qS evolves only for the loading case
( _qS 6 0() _r  k 6 0: In addition, from the consistency condition k _fS  0; in Eq. (1f), we conclude that
_qS 6 0) k 6 0) _fS  0 and, therefore, _qS 6 0) _fS  _srS ÿ _qS  0() _qS  _srS : So, finally, we can
state that _qS 2 f0; _srSg and, consequently, _qS is bounded.
4.1. Discrete constitutive equation – Discrete softening law
Let us consider, at a given point of the interface S, the stresses provided by the constitutive model (1) and
the strains given by the kinematics in Eq. (10):
rS  1ÿ d|{z}
qrS=rS
C : eS  qSrS C : e

 1
h
Dsut
 ns

: 14
Now, let us consider the strong discontinuity regime (t > tSD ) h  k ! 0and the tractions T given by
Eq. (14) as
T  n  rS  lim
h!0
qS
rS
n  C : e

 1
h
Dsut
 ns

 lim
h!0
1
hrS
qS n  C he
h
 Dsut
 ns
i
 lim
h!0
1
hrS
 
qS n  C  Dsut
 ns  lim
h!0
1
hrS
 
qS n  C  n|{z}
Qe
Dsut
 lim
h!0
1
hrS
 
qS Q
e  Dsut;|{z}
bounded and 6 0;
15
where Qe  n  C  n  k^ ln
 n l 1 is the so-called elastic acoustic tensor (Willam and Sobh, 1987)
which is positive definite (detQe  l2k^ 2l > 0: Observing Eq. (15), we realize that T is bounded and
the term over the bracket, qS Q
e  Dsut; is non-zero 6 (unless Dsut  0 which states that no discontinuity
develops). Therefore, the mathematical consistency of Eq. (15) implies that
lim
h!0
hrS 6 0 if Dsut 6 0: 16
In order to fulfill such a condition, let us consider the evolution of rS given by
_rS  1h _a 8 t P tWD;
ajttWD  0;
)
17
where a is a variable that will be imposed to be bounded (as well as its time derivative _a) which will be
named discrete internal variable.
Eq. (17) can be integrated for a given time t P tSD (at the strong discontinuity regime) resulting in
rS 
Z t
0
_rS dt  rWD 
Z tSD
tWD
1
hs _asds|{z}
defrSD

Z t
tSD
1
hs|{z}
hkconstant
_asds  rSD  1h
Z t
tSD
_asds|{z}
defDa
18
6 Observe that the possibility Qe  Dsut  0 and Dsut 6 0 does not apply since Qe is non-singular.
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)
rS  rSD  1h Da;
rSD  rS jttSD  rWD 
R tSD
tWD
1
hs _asds;
rWD  rS jttWD ;
Dat  at ÿ atSD 2 0;1:
8>><>>: 19
The term rSD in Eq. (19) fulfills (for t P tSD:
lim
h!0
hrSD  lim
k!0
k rSD  lim
k!0
krWD


Z tSD
tWD
k
hs
_asds

 0 20
and, therefore, substitution of Eqs. (19) and (20) into Eq. (16) yields
lim
h!0
hrS  lim
h!0
hrSD

 h 1
h
Da

 Da 6 0 21
which proves that the evolution law (17) is consistent with condition (16) and makes Eq. (15) compatible for
Dsut 6 0:
Now, by substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (15), we obtain
Discrete constitutive equation!T  qS
Da
Qe  Dsut 8 t P tSD 22
which constitutes the discrete constitutive equation that furnishes the tractions T on the interface S in terms
of the incremental jump Dsut.
On the other hand, by substituting Eq. (17) (again for a given particle of S and at the strong discon-
tinuity regime, t P tSD) into the hardening rule (1g) yields
_qS|{z}
bounded
H _rS H 1h _a|{z}
bounded
: 23
Since we have imposed _a to be bounded and _qS is also bounded (see Remark 4), we conclude that the
term H1=h in Eq. (23) has to be bounded at the strong discontinuity regime, i.e.
lim
h!0
H
1
h
 bounded H; 24
where the bounded parameter H < 0 will be termed discrete softening parameter to be distinguished from
the continuum one, H, that appears in the constitutive model (1g). In order to fulfill condition (24), we shall
impose
Ht  htH 8 t P tWD: 25
Remark 5. When applied to the strong discontinuity regime (h  k ! 0) Eq. (25) is the so-called softening
regularization condition (Simo et al., 1993; Simo and Oliver, 1994; Oliver, 1996a; Armero and Garikipati,
1996). Here, that condition is extended to the weak discontinuity regime in the context of the variable
bandwidth model referred to in Section 3 and Fig. 3.
Finally, by substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (23), the discrete softening law emerges as
_qSt H _a; qS 2 0; r0 8 t P tSD 26
which can be integrated along time leading to
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Discrete softening law ! qDa  qS  qS jttSD|{z}
qSD

Z t
tSD
H _asds  qSD H Da¥ 0 27
which states the direct dependence 7 of the hardening/softening variable at the interface (qS on the discrete
internal variable Da through the discrete softening parameter H: On the basis of this result, the discrete
constitutive equation (22) can be rewritten, in a more convenient format, as
Discrete constitutive equation ! T  1ÿ xQe  Dsut; xDa  1ÿ qDaDa ;
Da 2 0;1;
x 2 ÿ1; 1;

28
where xDa can be understood as the discrete damage variable ranging from x  ÿ1 (for Da  0 at the
onset of the strong discontinuity) to x  1 (for Da  1 at the end of the damage process). Observe that the
discrete constitutive Eq. (28) and its continuum counterpart in Eqs. (1b) and (1c) have now the same format
and that there is the following (one to one) correspondence between the continuum and discrete variables:
29
Let us now consider a local orthonormal base e^1; e^2; e^3, where the first element coincides with the
normal vector (e^1  n (Fig. 4). Considering the isotropic elastic constitutive tensor C, defined in Section 1
(C  k^1
 1 2lI), the elastic acoustic tensor Qe reads
Qe  n  C  n  k^ 2le^1 
 e^1  l e^2 
 e^2  l e^3 
 e^3: 30
7 Here, this dependence becomes linear since, for the sake of simplicity, a constant value for H has been considered. However, there
is no restriction to extend this case to a non-constant discrete softening parameter Ha:
Fig. 4. Local reference system at the discontinuity interface S.
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Therefore, the discrete constitutive equation (28) in terms of the components of T(T1;T2;T3) and the
components of Dsut Dsut1;Dsut2;Dsut3 reads
T1  1ÿ x k^ 2lDsut1;
T2  1ÿ xlDsut2;
T3  1ÿ xlDsut3:
31
4.2. Discrete damage free energy
Let us now focus on the continuum free energy of Eq. (1a) for a given particle of S:
we; rjx2S  weS ; rS  we
1
h
Dsut
 ns|{z}
eS
; rS  w^e;Dsut; rS; 32
where the discontinuity kinematics of Eq. (10) has been considered. Considering Eqs. (1a) and (1c), Eq. (32)
can be rewritten as
w^e;Dsut; rS  1ÿ d|{z}
qrS=rS
rS=rS w0 e
1
h
Dsut
 ns
 
|{z}
w^0
 qS
rS
w^0;
w^0e;Dsut def w0 e

 1
h
Dsut
 ns

:
33
Now, we can compute ow^=oDsut from Eq. (33) as
ow^
oDsut
notoDsutw^  oeS w|{z}
rS
: oDsuteS|{z}
1
h1
ns
 1
h
rS  n  1hT; 34
where Eqs. (1b) (r  oew) and (10) have been taken into account and 1
 ns ijk def 12 diknj  djkni
ÿ 
:
Therefore, from Eq. (34), we obtain
T  hoDsutw^e;Dsut; rS: 35
Let us now consider the strong discontinuity regime (for t P tSD) and, thus, h  k constant. Then, Eq. (35)
reads
T  lim
h!0
hoDsutw^  oDsut lim
h!0
h w^
 
|{z}
u
 oDsutu; udeflim
h!0
h w^  lim
h!0
hweS ; rS; 36
where the discrete damage free energy u  limh!0hweS ; rS can be immediately identified as the free en-
ergy per unit surface 8 of discontinuity interface S. The explicit expression of u can be then straightforwardly
obtained from Eqs. (1a), (33) and (21), after some trivial algebraic operations, as
8 Since w is the free energy per unit volume (free energy density), considering an elemental volume dV at the discontinuity interface
(corresponding to a dierential discontinuity surface dS and having a bandwidth h), one can write dV  hdS. Thus, the free energy
associated to this dierential volume is dw  hdV  hwdS and the free energy per unit of discontinuity surface results in
u  dw=dS  hw:
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Discrete damage free energy ! ux;Dsut  1ÿ xu0Dsut;
u0Dsut  12 Dsut Qe  Dsut:

37
Observe again that the discrete free energy u of Eq. (37) and the continuum free energy w of Eq. (1a)
exhibit the same format in terms of the corresponding variables in Eq. (29).
4.3. Strong discontinuity conditions
In the previous sections, only the bounded character of the traction T has been exploited. This is what
was (implicitly or explicitly) done in the pioneering strong discontinuity analyses (Simo et al., 1993; Oliver,
1996a; Armero and Garikipati, 1996). However, as it was stated in Remark 3, not only T, but also the
entire stress tensor at the discontinuous interface rS remains bounded at the strong discontinuity regime,
and this fact is now being exploited. So, let us consider the stress field rS supplied by the continuum con-
stitutive equation (1b) and (1c) at a certain point of S:
rS  1ÿ dC : eS  qrSrS C : eS : 38
Inserting the kinematics (10) and considering the strong discontinuity regime (t P tSD and, thus, h! 0),
rS  lim
h!0
q
rSD  1h Da
C : e

 1
h
Dsut
 ns

 lim
h!0
q
hrSD  Da C : he
h
 Dsut
 ns
i
 q
Da
C : Dsut
 ns; 39
where Eqs. (19) and (20) have been taken into account. Now, Eq. (39) can be rewritten as
Dsut
 ns  Da
q
Cÿ1 : rS|{z}
eS
 Da
q
eS ; 40
where the eective strain field e (edefCÿ1 : r  1ÿ de) has been considered. Eq. (40) is the so-called strong
discontinuity equation (Oliver, 1996a; Oliver et al., 1997–1999) which provides a relationship between the
stresses rS and the displacement jump Dsut which has to be fulfilled for all t P tSD. That tensorial equation
can be regarded as a set of six (due to symmetry) algebraic equations relating rS and Dsut. Three of them
are in fact the discrete constitutive equations (28) or (31) (which can be extracted multiplying by n, both
sides of Eq. (40) and performing some trivial algebraic manipulations). Apart from them, three additional
equations (now relating only components of rS) can be obtained from that equation. They can be directly
derived observing the components of Eq. (40) in the aforementioned orthonormal base (e^1  n ; e^2; e^3):
Dsut1
1
2
Dsut2
1
2
Dsut3
1
2
Dsut2 0 0
1
2
Dsut3 0 0
24 35  Da
q
e11 e12 e13
e12 e22 e23
e13 e23 e33
24 35
S
41
and realizing that components 22, 23 and 23 in Eq. (41) lead to
Strong discontinuity conditions! e22S  e23S  e33S  0) Cÿ1 : rS
 
22
 Cÿ1 : rS
 
23
 Cÿ1 : rS
 
33
 0: 42
Remark 6. Conditions (42) constitute the strong discontinuity conditions (Oliver, 1996a; Oliver et al., 1997–
1999) which set crucial restrictions on the stress state at the inception of the strong discontinuity. In fact, these
conditions (eventually on the stresses) will not be fulfilled, in general, at the bifurcation of the stress–strain
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fields which precedes the formation of the discontinuity (Runesson et al., 1991; Ottosen and Runesson, 1991).
Therefore, they preclude that such bifurcation takes place by inception of a strong discontinuity (h! 0) and, at
most, a weak discontinuity (h 6 n) is induced. In consequence, a procedure to enforce the strong discontinuity
conditions (42) should be included in models aiming at the simulation of strong discontinuities (Oliver et al.,
1999).
Remark 7. The role of the strong discontinuity conditions (42) can be examined from a dierent point of view.
Substitution of the discrete constitutive Eq. (22) into Eq. (39) yields
rS  qDa C : Dsut
 n
s  q
Da
C  n   Dsut  C  n   Qe ÿ1|{z}
M
T M T 8 t P tSD 43
which states that, at the strong discontinuity regime, the stress state at the discontinuity interface rS is fully
determined in terms of the traction vector 9 TrST Mn T. Eq. (43) constitute a system of six (due to
the symmetry of rS) equations from which the three components of the traction vector T can be eliminated.
The remaining three equations, now involving only components of rS , are the strong discontinuity conditions
(42). In other words, the strong discontinuity conditions guarantee consistency in Eq. (43) and, thus, that the
stress state rS at the interface is fully determined by solely the traction vector T.
4.4. Discrete norms – damage criteria
The particular stress-state (43) induced by the strong discontinuity conditions (42) also aects the
structure of the continuum norm sr  rk kCÿ1 in Eq. (1e). In fact, from Eq. (39) we obtain
srS 

rS : C
ÿ1 : rS
q
 q
Da
 !2
Dsut
24 
 ns : C : Dsut
 ns
351=2  q
Da
n  C  n|{z}
Qe
Dsut1=2
 q
Da

Dsut Qe  Dsut
p
; 44
and substituting the discrete constitutive equation (22) Dsut  Da
q Q
e ÿ1 T into Eq. (44), one gets
srS 

T  Qe ÿ1 T
q
 Tk k Qe ÿ1
def
sT: 45
Therefore, due to the strong discontinuity conditions (42), the continuum norm of the stresses sr  krkCÿ1 ;
in the metric Cÿ1; is projected onto the discontinuity interface S as a discrete norm of the tractions
sT  kTk Qe ÿ1 in the metric Qe ÿ1. Observe again the agreement with the correspondence table (29).
Finally, a discrete norm of the displacement jump ssDut can be defined at S as
s
sDut


Dsut Qe  Dsut
p
 Dsutk kQe 46
and, from Eqs. (44), (46) and (28) one can write
s
T
 q
Da
sDsut  1ÿ x sDsut 47
which constitutes the discrete counterpart of relationship (3) that holds for the continuum norms sr and se.
Finally, the damage criterion (1e) translates, from Eq. (45) into
9 Therefore, from T  rXnS  n, rS is fully determined in terms of the stresses rXnS (at the continuous neighborhood of S).
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f rS ; q  srS ÿ q  sTT ÿ qdefFT; q 48
and the loading–unloading conditions (1f) read
F6 0; kP 0; kF  0; k _F  0; 49
where the discrete damage multiplier k emerges from the discrete evolution laws (17), (19) and (1d):
o
ot
Da  _a  h_rS  hkS def kP 0: 50
5. Discrete damage model
In view of the strong discontinuity analysis in Section 4, a discrete constitutive model at the interface S,
emerging from the continuum constitutive model (1) through the imposition of the strong discontinuity
kinematics (10), can be summarized as follows:
Free energy uDsut;Da|{z}
lim
h!0
h weS ;rS
 1ÿ x u0Dsut; u0Dsut 
1
2
Dsut  Qe  Dsut;
Qe  n  C  n;

51a
Constitutive equation T  ouDsut;Da
oDsut
; T  1ÿ xQe  Dsut; 51b
Damage variable x  1ÿ qDa
Da
; x 2 ÿ1; 1; 51c
Evolution law
o
ot
Da  _a  k; Da 2 0;1; 51d
Damage criterion FT; q  s
T
ÿ q; sT  kTk Qe ÿ1 

T  Qe ÿ1 T
q
; 51e
Loading–unloading conditions F6 0 kP 0 kF  0; k _F  0; 51f
Hardening rule _q HDa _a Hÿ  1hH q 2 0; qSD;qjttSD  qSD:
(
51g
Remark 8. The model in Eqs. (51a)–(51g) is a discrete damage model characterized by the discrete damage
variable x in Eq. (51c) (which evolves in terms of the discrete internal variable Da) and the secant (degraded)
discrete constitutive modulus Qs  1ÿ xQe (Eq. (51b). Since the initial value of x (for t  tSD and thus
Da  0) is x  ÿ1 () 1ÿ x  1), the initial secant constitutive modulus is Qs  1Qe (Fig. 5) and the
model can be properly termed as discrete rigid-damage model.
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6. Plasticity models
As a new target, we shall consider now the family of (infinitesimal strain based) plasticity models (Simo
and Hughes, 1998) given by
Free energy we; ep; q  weeÿ ep|{z}
ee
 Hq; weee  1
2
ee : C : ee; 52a
Constitutive equation r  oewe; ep; q; r  C : eÿ ep; 52b
Internal variable a  ÿoqHq; a 2 0;1; 52c
Plastic yield criterion f r; q  /^r ÿ ry ÿ q; 52d
Flow rule _ep  km; mr  or/^r; 52e
Evolution law _a  k; 52f
Kuhn–Tucker conditions f 6 0; kP 0; kf  0; k _f  0; 52g
Hardening rule _q  ÿH _a;
q 2 0; ry;
H  o2qqHq
h iÿ1
6 0;
(
52h
where w is the free energy and weee and, Hq, its elastic and plastic counterparts, respectively. The total,
elastic and plastic strains are denoted, respectively, by e, ee and ep; C is the isotropic elastic constitutive
tensor and q is the stress-like (hardening/softening) variable whose thermodynamically conjugated (inter-
nal) variable is a  ÿoqw  ÿoqHq. The yield surface is given in terms of the yield function f r; q which
defines the elastic domain (Er : fr; q ; f r; q  /^r ÿ ry ÿ q < 0g), where /^r is the equivalent
uniaxial stress. The size of the initial elastic domain is given by the initial value of ry ÿ qjt0  ry (since
qjt0  0) where ry is the uniaxial yield stress. The plastic strain evolution (associative) is determined in Eq.
(52e) in terms of the plastic multiplier k, and the plastic flow tensor mm  or/r ) m is normal to the
yield surface oEr. Finally, the hardening/softening 10 parameter, denoted by H is defined in Eq. (52h).
Fig. 5. Damage models: continuum vs. discrete.
10 As in the damage model case, it shall be assumed that H6 0 and, thus, that we are dealing with strain softening.
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Remark 9. As for the bounded character of the stress field provided by the constitutive model (52), the same
arguments as in Remarks 1 and 3 can be applied here so that both the traction T and the rate of the
traction _T, as well as the stress field rS and the stress rate _rS are bounded even for t P tSD . As for the
rate _qS of the hardening/softening variable qS , in Eq. (52h), by resorting to the same reasoning than in
Remark 3 it can be shown that _qS 2 0; _^/rS ( _qS  0 for unloading–neutral loading and _qS  _^/rS for
loading). On the other hand,
_^/rS  or/^rS : _rS is bounded since both the flow tensor mS  or/^rS and
_rS are bounded. Therefore, _qS is bounded even at the strong discontinuity regime when the strains are
unbounded.
7. Strong discontinuity analysis
7.1. Discrete hardening law
For a given point of the discontinuous interface S, and from Eq. (52b), we can rewrite the traction
continuity condition (12) in the total and rate forms as
T  rS  n  n  C : eS ÿ epS; 53
_T  _rS  n  n  C : _eS ÿ _epS:
Now, for the strong discontinuity regime (t P tSD and, thus, h  k ! 0) and the strong discontinuity ki-
nematics in Eq. (10)
_T  lim
h!0
n  C : _eS ÿ _epS  limh!0 n  C : _e

 1
h
s _ut
 ns ÿ _epS

 lim
h!0
n  C : _e

 1
h
n  C : s _ut
 ns ÿ n  C : _epS

 lim
h!0
n  C : _e
0B@  1
h
n  C  n|{z}
Qe
s _utÿ n  C : _epS
1CA; 54
where, again, Qe  n  C  n is the standard elastic acoustic tensor (Qe  k^ ln
 n l1) which is non-
singular detQe > 0. Some algebraic operations on Eq. (54) lead to
Qe  s _ut  lim
h!0
h _Tÿ n  C : _e|{z}
bounded
  h n  C : _epS   n  C : limh!0 h_e
p
S : 55
We observe in Eq. (55) that the term over the bracket is bounded (since _T is bounded (see Remark 9) and _e
is bounded by definition) and the corresponding term drops out when h! 0. Now, we consider two
possible situations:
• The plastic flow _epS is bounded () limh!0 h_epS  0). Therefore Eq. (55) reads Qe  s _ut  0) s _ut  0
(since Qe is non-singular) and there is no evolution of the discontinuity for t P tSD which is in contradic-
tion with the aim of the modeling. Consequently, this situation should be discarded.
• The plastic flow _epS is unbounded for h! 0 () limh!0 h_epS  bounded). Since the plastic flow tensor m is
bounded (see Remark 9) from Eq. (52e), we can write
lim
h!0
h_epS  limh!0 hkS mS  bounded; 56
) lim
h!0
hkS  bounded: 57
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Now, from Eq. (52f) we define the discrete plastic multiplier k P 0 and the discrete internal variable a
through
k  _adefhkS  h _aS  bounded; a 2 0;1 8 t P tWD;
ajttWD  0;
(
58
kS  _aS  1h _a 8 t P tWD 59
that defines the evolution of a, which will be imposed to be bounded as well as the rate _a: The explicit
expression of aS in terms of a can be obtained for t P tSD by integration of Eq. (59) as
aS  aWD 
Z tSD
tWD
1
hs _asds|{z}
defaSD

Z t
tSD
1
hs|{z}
hkconstant
_asds  aSD  1h
Z t
tSD
a sds|{z}
defDa
; 60
)
aS  aSD  1h Da;
aSD  aS jttSD  aWD 
R tSD
tWD
1
hs _as ) limh!0 haSD  0;
aWD  aS jttWD ;
Dat  at ÿ atSD 2 0;1:
8>><>>: 61
Now, by substituting Eq. (59) into Eq. (52h):
_qS|{z}
bounded
 ÿH _aS  ÿH 1h _a|{z}
bounded
62
and, thus, consistency of Eq. (62) implies that
lim
h!0
H
1
h
 bounded H 63
and, as in Eqs. (24)–(27), we recover the concepts of the discrete softening parameter H through the
softening parameter regularization condition: 11
Ht  htH; t P tWD 64
and
Discrete softening law ! _qS  ÿH _a ! qDa  qS 
 qSD 
Z a
aSD
ÿHa^da^;
H < 0;
q 2 0; qSD;
Da 2 0;1:
8<: 65
Finally, substitution of the flow rule (52e) (_epS  kSm) and Eq. (59) into Eq. (55) yields
Qe  s _ut  n  C : lim
h!0
hkS mS  n  C : _amS  _an  C : mS 66
) s _ut  _a Qe ÿ1  n  C : mrS  67
which provides the evolution of the jump s _ut in terms of the stress field rS and _a:
11 Again, the discrete softening parameter H is not necessarily constant and a variable value Ha can be considered.
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7.2. Discrete constitutive equation – strong discontinuity conditions
The results in Section 7.1 are obtained on the basis that the (rate of) traction _T is bounded (Eq. (55)).
However, these results can be now extended by resorting to the fact that not only the traction rate
_T  _rS  n, but also the complete rate of stress _rS has to remain bounded at the strong discontinuity
regime.
Let us then substitute, for a given point of S, the kinematics (9) and the flow rule (52e) into the rate form
of the constitutive equation (52b):
_rS  C : _eS ÿ _epS  C : _e

 1
h
s _ut
 ns ÿ kSmS

 C : e

 1
h
s _ut
 ns ÿ 1
h
_amS

; 68
where the regularization of the plastic multiplier (kS  _a=h) in Eq. (59) has been considered. Multiplying
both sides of Eq. (68) by h and considering the strong discontinuity regime (t P tSD ) h! 0)
lim
h!0
h _rS  lim
h!0
C :  h_e|{z}
0
s _ut
 ns ÿ _amS   C : s _ut
 ns ÿ _amS  69
) s _ut
 ns ÿ _amS  Cÿ1 : lim
h!0
h _rS :
Since _rS is bounded then limh!0 h _rS  0 and Eq. (69) reads
s _ut
 ns  _amS 70
which constitutes the strong discontinuity equation. 12 Like in the damage model case, this is a set of six
algebraic equations, relating mrS and s _ut, from which we can extract three discrete constitutive equations
(relating s _ut and rS) and three additional constraints on the stress field rS . By premultiplying Eq. (70) by
the symmetric fourth-order unit tensor I (Iijkl  1=2dikdjl  dildjk) and then by n we obtain
I : s _ut
 ns  _aI : mS  _amS
n  I : s _ut
 ns  n  I  n|{z}
Q
Qs _ut  Q  s _ut  _amS  n
Qdefn  I  n  1
2
n
 n 1; Q ÿ1  ÿn
 n 2 1
 
9>>>=>>;) 71
s _ut  _a Q ÿ1  mS  n  _a ÿ n mS  nn 2mS  n |{z}
m
 _am 72
which is the discrete constitutive equation. In Eq. (72), m is the discrete flow vector whose components,
again in the local base (e^1  n; e^2; e^3) and after some algebraic manipulation, read
m1
m2
m3
24 35  m11S2m12S
2m13S
24 35 73
and, substitution of Eq. (73) into Eq. (72) yields
12 Notice the formal similarity of this strong discontinuity equation, for plastic models, with the one obtained for damage models
(Eq. (40)), the main dierence here being that it is given in rate form.
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Discrete constitutive equation !
s _ut1  _a m11S
s _ut2  _a 2m12S
s _ut3  _a 2m13S
8<: 8 t P tSD: 74
The three additional constraints provided by the strong discontinuity Eq. (70) can be readily obtained
from the components of such equation in the aforementioned orthonormal base:
s _ut1
1
2
s _ut2
1
2
s _ut3
1
2
s _ut2 0 0
1
2
s _ut3 0 0
264
375  _a m11 m12 m13m12 m22 m23
m13 m23 m33
24 35
S
75
and noticing that, apart from the discrete constitutive equations (74), Eq. (75) imposes that
Strong discontinuity conditions ! m22S  m23S  m33S  0 8 t P tSD: 76
7.3. Discrete yield function – discrete flow rule
A remarkable consequence of the strong discontinuity conditions (76) is that, in view of the definition of
the flow tensor in Eq. (52e), mr  or/^r, one can write
or22 /^rs  m22S  0
or23 /^rs  m23S  0
or23 /^rs  m33S  0
9>=>; 8 t P tSD; 77
so that, during the strong discontinuity regime, there is no dependence of the equivalent uniaxial stress
/^rs on the components r22, r23 and r33. Therefore, /^rs is a function of the remaining components rs only,
i.e., those defining the traction T:
/^rs  /^fr11; r12z}|{r21 ; r13z}|{r31 g|{z}
fTgT
  F T 78
and, then, the yield function (52d) considering Eqs. (65) and (78), reads
Discrete yield function! f rS ; q  /^rS ÿ ry ÿ qS FT ÿ ry ÿ qDadefF T; q 79
which constitutes the discrete yield function. Besides, the discrete constitutive Eqs. (72)–(74) can be ex-
pressed as a discrete flow rule in terms of the discrete plastic multiplier k  _a defined in Eq. (58):
Discrete flow rule!
s _ut  _a m  k; mT  oTF T;
m  
m11
2m12
2m13
24 35
S

o/^
or11
o/^
or12
 o/^or21
o/^
or13
 o/^or31
2664
3775
S

oF
oT1
oF
oT2
oF
oT3
264
375:
8>>><>>: 80
7.4. Discrete elasto-plastic free energy
Now, we notice that the strong discontinuity equation (70) yields
s _ut
 ns  _a|{z}
kS h
mS  kShmS ) 1h s _ut
 n
s  kSmS  _epS ; 81
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where Eq. (58) and the continuum flow rule definition (52e) have been considered. Eq. (81) states that at the
strong discontinuity regime (t P tSD) the plastic flow translates entirely into displacement jump. Therefore,
from Eq. (81) and the strong discontinuity kinematics (9) the (rate of) the elastic strain _eeS reads
_eeS  _eS ÿ _epS  _e
1
h
s _ut
 ns|{z}
_e
p
S
ÿ_epS  _e 8 t P tSD: 82
Eq. (82) can be integrated along time leading to
eeS 
R t
0
_eeSs ds 
Z tSD
0
_eeSsds|{z}
ee
SD
 R ttSD _eeSs|{z}
_e
ds  eeSD  De
eeSDdef
R tSD
0
_eeSsds ) limh!0 heeSD  0
Dedefet ÿ eSD ) limh!0 hDedef0
9>>>>=>>>;
) lim
h!0
heeS  0: 83
Let us now consider, at a given material point of the interface S; the continuum free energy (see Eq.
(52a)):
weS ; epS; qS  weeeS HqS 84
which provides, for the continuum model (52), the stresses rS and the internal variable aS as conjugate
variables, respectively, of the strains eS and the hardening/softening variable qS (see Eqs. (52b) and (52c)).
For the latter, and considering the definition Da  haS ÿ aSD (from Eq. (61))
aS  ÿoqS weS ; epS ; qS ) Da  haS ÿ aSD  ÿhoqS weS ; epS ; qS ÿ haSD 85
and for the strong discontinuity regime (t P tSD and, thus, h  k ! 0)
Da  ÿ lim
h!0
hoqS weS ; epS ; qS ÿ haSD|{z}
0
  ÿoqS limh!0 hweS; e
p
S ; qS|{z}
def u
 ÿoqu; 86
where Eq. (61) (limh!0 haSD  0) has been considered. Eq. (86) defines, from the continuum free energy w
in Eq. (84), the discrete elasto-plastic free energy u as
uq  lim
h!0
hweS ; epS ; qS  limh!0hw
eeeS  hH qS|{z}
q
  lim
h!0
1
2
heeS : C : e
e
S|{z}
0
 lim
h!0
hHqS|{z}
defHq
 Hq 87
Discrete free energy ! uq  lim
h!0
hweS ; epS ; qS  limh!0 hHqS  Hq 88
where the definition (52a) of the elastic free energy, weee  1
2
ee : C : ee; and Eq. (83) (limh!0 heeS  0) have
been considered. Notice again, from Eq. (88), that u and H are both energies per unit surface of discontinuity
interface ( h energy density).
Remark 10. The discrete counterpart of the plastic free energy H, in Eq. (88), Hq  limh!0 hHqS, is non-
zero and bounded. For instance, for a linear continuum softening law, we have Hq  1
2
q2=H. Regular-
ization of the continuum softening parameter H, in Eq. (64) H  hH, leads to HqS 
1
2
q2=hH ) Hq  hHqS  12 q2=H ! non-zero and bounded.
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8. Discrete elasto-plastic model
The discrete model obtained in the preceding section can be summarized as follows:
Free energy uDsute; q|{z}
limh!0 hw eS ;e
p
S ;qS 
 ueDsute  Hq; u
eDsute  0;
Hq  limh!0 hHqS;

89a
Internal variable Da  ÿoquDsut; q  ÿoqHq; Da 2 0;1; 89b
Plastic yield criterion FT; q  F T ÿ ry ÿ qDa; F T  lim
h!0
/^rs; 89c
Plastic flow Ds _ut  s _ut  Ds _utp  km; mT  o
T
F T; 89d
Evolution law
o
ot
Da  _a  k; Da 2 0;1; 89e
Kuhn–Tucker conditions F6 0; k P 0; kF  0; k _F  0; 89f
Hardening rule _q  ÿHDa _a; H  1hH  o2qqHq
h iÿ1
;
q 2 qSD; ry;
qjttSD  qSD:
(
89g
Remark 11. The discrete elasto-plastic model (89a)–(89g) has null elastic free energy ueDsute (see Eq.
(89a)). Owing to this, in the context of an additive decomposition of the displacement jump Dsut into its elastic
and plastic counterparts (Dsut  Dsute  Dsutp), it can be considered that Dsute  0 and, thus,
Dsut  Dsutp. This implies that the jump developed at the strong discontinuity regime, Dsut; is totally irre-
versible upon unloading. Consequently, we are dealing with a rigid-plastic discrete model (see Fig. 6).
It is worth noting the following one to one correspondence between the continuum and the discrete
variables that can be extracted from the comparison of the original continuum (Eq. (52)) and the induced
discrete (Eqs. (89a)–(89g)) models
Fig. 6. Elasto-plastic models: continuum vs. discrete.
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9. Concluding remarks
Throughout the previous sections, a methodology to derive discrete constitutive models from the
original continuum ones has been explored. The keypoint of the analysis is to realize that, from the traction
continuity (Eq. (12)), both the stress and the rate of the stress fields have to remain bounded at the dis-
continuous interface even at the strong discontinuity regime when the strains (described from Eq. (10))
become unbounded.
Then, the consistency analysis of the mathematical expressions defining the continuum model (strong
discontinuity analysis) shows the softening regularization condition (25) as a sucient requirement to make
them compatible with the appearance of strong discontinuities. In fact, for modeling purposes, this regu-
larization of the continuum softening parameter H in terms of the discrete one H (H  hH) is the only
modification to be done in the standard continuum models to make them available for simulation of strong
discontinuities. This is a crucial advantage to be exploited in modeling environments.
Under such conditions, it has also been shown that not only a discrete constitutive equation, but also a
complete discrete constitutive model is then induced by the continuum one via the introduction of the strong
discontinuity kinematics. At this point, three remarks can be made
(1) Unlike what could have been expected, there is no necessity to resort to anisotropic continuum
models to induce the anisotropic (directional) behavior associated to the discrete constitutive ones (as an
example, both target models considered in this paper are clearly isotropic). In fact, we could consider the
induced discrete models (51a)–(51g) and (89a)–(89g) as directional projections of the continuum ones, these
projections being given by the strong discontinuity kinematics which have clear directional ingredients (the
normal n in Eqs. (9) and (10)). So, it is the projection and not the original continuum model that is responsible
for the resulting directionality of the induced discrete model.
(2) Actually, the resulting discrete models, which have been fully derived here for the sake of clarity, do
not need to be derived and implemented in a computational simulation tool. Once the softening parameter is
regularized (as in Eq. (25) or Eq. (64)) and the strong discontinuity kinematics (10) is allowed to develop,
the whole formulation can be held in the continuum formalism. The parent continuum model behaves as the
induced discrete one would do in a discrete formalism. The advantages and possibilities oered, for sim-
ulation purposes, by this approach have already been stated elsewhere (Oliver, 1996a,b; Oliver et al., 1999).
(3) A common feature of the induced discrete models is that they inherit the nature of the continuum
ones but specializing them to the rigid case. Indeed, for the models considered in this paper, we have seen
that from scalar continuum damage and continuum elasto-plastic models, scalar rigid-damage and rigid-
plastic discrete models are, respectively, induced (see Remarks 8 and 11). This seems to be a property that
can be generalized to other families of constitutive models.
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Unlike what has been frequently done in strong discontinuity analyses of continuum constitutive models,
here a full exploitation of the bounded character of the stress field rS (and also of the rate of stress field _rS)
at the discontinuous interface has been performed, since it has not been restricted to the tractions
T  rS  n. In consequence, on top of the discrete constitutive equations, the additional strong disconti-
nuity conditions have been derived for both the considered families. Such conditions, not always identified
in this type of analyses, pose strong restrictions on the induction of strong discontinuities by direct bi-
furcation of the stress–strain field. Therefore, some transition mechanisms have to be specifically devised
(Oliver et al., 1999).
In summary, the proposed methodology when combined with appropriated numerical techniques is
envisaged as a possible setting to unify the continuum techniques based on the strain localization phe-
nomena and the discrete ones based on the non-linear decohesive fracture mechanics.
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